
“prime/f”	or	(1/f):	Law	of	
Entrainment	
 
Music and the brains are 
connected fractalized, with 
the fixed power law of 1/f as 
Levitin emphasized. He 
wrote: “The well-known 
Richardson Effect which 
began the modern study of 
fractals, states that 
measurements of natural 
phenomena are 
characterized by 1/f 
fluctuations is also a 
prominent feature of human 
cognition. Neurons in 
primary visual cortex were 
found to exhibit higher gain, 
and the spike responses 
exhibit higher coding 
efficiency and information 
transmission rates for 1/f 
signals ...”.1 
 
When we focus on the 
Schumann Resonance in 
combination with 528 Hz, we 
discover the fractalized 
Schumann frequencies and 

the attractional octave equivalences. The dominant frequency of 582 Hz entrains the SR 
and the octaves of the SR-frequencies. This 1/f power law is a foundation of brainwave 
entrainment2 with 528 Hz as the “locomotive”, full of suction power, and transformation 
power. So this 528 Hz and the compositions tuned in the “just intonation” frequency 
creates a dissipative system, connected with the Absolutely Harmonious Source, the a – 
field. In sum: We intend to accept  
 
the “prime/f” (1/f) as the Law of Entrainment activates by internal and external pulses, 
translated into the several brainwaves regarding the EEG registrations. 
This is not only the fact of 528 Hz, but the entire rationalized music-system, started with 
Pythagoras, is an open system, connected with the a – field, the Source of all Music and 
Speech frequencies. The original Greek meaning of this open system could have 
explained by the open worldview of Plato. 
	
	
	
	
	

																																																								
1 Levitin a.o. PNAS op.cit. 
2 The human brain has a tendency to change its dominant EEG frequency of the dominant external stimulus, 
this is known as the ‘frequency following response’. This frequency following response on an external stimulus 
can be seen as synonymous of entrainment. See above. The question arises: What is the structure in the brain 
that reacts on these external stimuli? Is it the pineal gland as Descartes and after him many esoteric 
movements accepted? In the next part we have to research this problem, regarding the influences of the Tesla-
technology and the scalar-waves, 528 Hz music included. 



	
	
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Some intervals have the same value (8:4 = 6:3 = 4:2 = 2:1) and when we draw lines 
through these intervals, all lines come together in the 1 = a outside the diagram. This 
Lambda-grid of intervals is a variation and mathematical derivative of the Twelve-
frequency-system, and 528 Hz.3 
The straight line downwards from the a divides the intervals into two parts, with doubling 
of the values at the left side and three folding on the right side: the undertone’s and the 
overtone’s. 
	
	
 
63 Hz  
aybn – nabi = prophet = 63  
63 = 1+10+2+50 – partially tuning system: 1.1.2.5 
 
Prophetical means visionary wisdom. It gives a new future. The prophetical character 
gives the 528 Hz-system a sample of Source Power, the basic value for the entire 
system.  
Sub-values come true by factorization. The outcome addresses to the presence of a 
therapeutically relevant word or notion. 
 
Fact oration: 7 * 9 = 63 
 
Sub-values 
7 is general prime referring to the totality of the cosmos, to male and female aspects 
inside creation.  
 
2nd Fact oration: 7 = 3 + 4 
1 is the number of the three layered, old Ptolemaic worldview, 1. the cosmic number of 

earth, 2. world above the earth and 3. world under the earth (Open Vertical Cosmic 
Line) and male also.  

2 Men in the old worldview and time the four quarters of the earth and the quarters of 
time (Open Horizontally Cosmic Line) and female also. 

																																																								
3 Interpretation and application of the article and image in Quadrivium, Dutch edition 2015. 
The original Lambda-grid in the Greek tradition all the lines come together outside the diagram in 0=0. But we 
don’t have the 0 in our Hebrew-derived system the lines come together in the a. 

Lambda-grid of intervals 



 
9   is the number of collecting power, of victory and of fraternization in personal and 
collective sense. 
 
Relevant words: 
hag – ga’al: joyfulness (about victory over enmity)  
xa -  ach: brotherhood (regained personal relationship)  
 
Remark 
The universally cosmic meaning or 7 * 9: the entire cosmos (7) breaks forth into singing 
about the victory (9) (Influenced by a strongly positive energy) 
Number 9 Has A final meaning, a fundamental change into a new life after the victory 
over the evil. The song never stops giving the golden flow. 
Number 9 in this meaning we encounter at the Ninth Symphony of Beethoven's "Alle 
Menschen werden Brüder", also the song of European Union. 
By this meaning 63 Hz is the basic tune of a harmony model and also the connex ting or 
external frequency with our internal gamma brainwave (30-90 Hz). 
 
174 Hz 
wnuew – we’itzboe = we are aggrieved (to aggrieve) 
174 = 6+50+90+70+6 – partially tuning system: 6.5.9.7.6 
 
Factorization: 2 * 3 * 29 = 6 * 29 (6 is ‘double perfect’ and 29 is prime) 
 
Sub-values 
6 is the number of creation and recreation (recovery) with “double perfection”. (For the 
explanation of perfection and double perfection see Prolegomena.) 
Perfect: the sum of the divisors (1-2-3) is equal to the number (6).  
Double perfect: 1 * 2 * 3 = 6 (the product of the divisors is equal to the number) 
29 is prime, connected with life. 
hyxah – ha’chajah – life 
 
Remark  
The first step on the basic frequency refers to the rupture of life, visualized in the verb to 
grieve, with a negative energetic effect on the systemic entire life. 
The double action of the double perfect 6 as number of creation and recovery changes to 
grieve into joyfulness because of the victory. 
The 29 rules this frequency by the holistic connection between the entire re-creation and 
living at the Source of life. 
So I postulate on this remarks 174 Hz is the first step of a therapeutic model of 
forgiveness and reconciliation.   
  
285 Hz 
wnrkzb – be-zacharno – in remembrance of  
285 = 6+50+200+7+2 - partially tuning system: 6.5.2.7.2 
 
Factorization: 3 * 5 * 19 = 285 – 15 * 19 = 285  
 
Sub-values 
15 is the first part of the Tetragrammaton, JHWH, with 26 as major value. 
hy – Jah has the major value of 15.4 

																																																								
4 We let the number 15 as Yes integer stand and not fit Pythagorean reduction to a single number to (1 + 5 = 
6) as elsewhere in this study hy We let the number 15 as Yes integer stand and not fit Pythagorean reduction to 
a single number to (1 + 5 = 6) as elsewhere in this study. 



29 is prime, metaphorically to  hwx – Chawa in general known as Eva the “mother of all 
living human beings”.5 
 
Remark 
The subject ‘be-zacharno’ takes us to the “hidden remembrances”, ordered to open and 
to clean up. This order and obligation forms a therapeutically entrance to the raster of 
“(unconscious) remembrances of experiences”. This raster is metaphorically like an 
impermeable blanket, a programming blockage making the human existence closed, 
instead of living with an open future. Mind link-system, involved with the transformed 
528 Hz-music system, is a powerful instrument to open and de-activate the powers of 
remembrances.6 
In the frequencies of 29 as prime we have a universal perspective model of life. 
 
396 Hz 
eyswy – joshia – he will liberate us out of our passions and break down the oppressive, 
originating factors of life.  
396=70+10+300+6+10 - partially tuning system: 7.1.3.6.1 
 
Factorization: 4 * 9 * 11 = 396 
36 * 11 = 396 
 
Sub-values 
36 is the number of ldb – badal – resistance of all that happens in life, whereby the 
wholeness breaks down. But there is hope. ld – dal – also means a flexible wall with the 
opportunity to be open like a door. This hope will get an energetic form by the meaning 
of 11. 
    
11 belongs to abx – chaba – concealments, secrets. These facts will disappear because of 
the liberation powers of “joshia”.  
 
Remark 
The third step on the basic frequency of 63 Hz refers to core reason “liberation from the 
originating factors”. Only knowledge with the fundamental causes will activate the self-
recovery abilities, with health as a expecting result. 
The first sub-value 36 contains energy, activating the inner choice between remains an 
closed structure, refusing to open the door as way to freedom (dal), or remaining 
chained at the unconscious concealments (chavah). 
With the frequencies of 396 we create a model of consciousness with the sub-values as 
compositorical frequencies 36 Hz and 11 Hz.7 
 

																																																								
5 The name Eve occurs in the anthropological and cultural and archaeological sciences as the African Eve, the 
earth mother of the evolutionary gay sapiens. About 50,000 years later, the African Adam appears on the scene 
within the so-called Noah's Ark model. They are models borrowed from the Tanakh, but only minor scientific 
models and no acknowledgment of the historicity of the biblical namesakes, who formed the first human couple. 
The Chawa used here should be read as a model for the origin of us all and can be implemented in doing so in 
the M-FDS syndrome (problems of development after conception) in which we have to connect for recovery on 
a bio-energetic way to human beginning: the fetal programming in utero. See elsewhere in this study. 
6 For those readers who have been inducted into the MFDS-issue and who tend to think of regression therapy I 
must disappoint in this study, perhaps despite the good results. I'm going to give this place a positive comment 
to this form of therapy. The Tesla-energy potential of the Mind Link System accepts the distortions during 
prenatal development as a defect that does not inhabit in the past, but in the here and now in the same 
undeveloped and unsafe way of life is present, which not only has an effect on human behavior after birth until 
old age, but also has effects on the entire human system, to heart disease, diabetes, obesity, etc. in the last 
stages of life increased. The Mind Link system goes through a Tesla-energetic process in dialogue with the 
unconscious of the basement of the living house, running where possible off the tap and pump the basement 
out, causing in the present creates a new basis and get the existential power new opportunities as the feelings 
that just unconscious insecurity emanating dims and dies, creating a new life house can be built. 
7 The frequency of 11 Hz can only be reached by music by the "binaural beat" through a headset. The left and 
right shell plays unequal frequencies. The brain pulls off the differences between the two frequencies. then you 
heart the listener subliminal the low frequency. This suggestion is controversial and requires research. 



417 Hz 
tyz – zajit – Olive tree giving olive oil, feedstock of healing ointment. 
417=400+10+7 - partially tuning system 4.1.7 
 
Factorization: 3 * 139 = 417 
 
Sub-values 
3 = prime 
139 = prime 
Prime’s are nearest to the Source.  
 
Remark 
The healing substance of the olive tree has a high energetic connection with a, the basic 
frequency 63 Hz and the gamma brainwaves. 417 has a compositorical meaning: the 
Good - tbjw - vetovot, because the number is a composition of two prime’s: 3 and 139, 
frequencies of the highest order of re-creational and recovering energy of the Source of 
downward causation. 
 
639 Hz 
alm – melo – fullness of knowledge and understanding  
639=1+30+40 - partially tuning system 1.3.4 
 
Factorization: 3 * 3 * 71  
9 * 71 = 639 
 
Sub-values 
3 * 3 = twice a prime = 9. We already found 9 as the number of interconnection and 
equal to 63 Hz. 
71 = prime. All people are involved of fullness of knowledge and understanding in the 71. 
These frequencies are important of the recovery of the earth and the world community 
(e.g. .pollution and E-smog). 
 
Remark  
The notion of “fullness of mind” is an open channel with the Source for all people. 
Therapeutically this energy is important to create a new or renewed mind-set and 
positive self-reflection. Mind link prepares and transforms the frequencies into the 
positive energy of healing, wholeness in the meaning of the English “holy”, medicine as 
‘art of wholeness’ (surgery).  
 
741 Hz 
tasm – mash’t – burden, the heavy circumstances of life, factor of releasing 
741=400+1+300+40 - partially tuning system: 4.1.3.4 
 
Factorization: 3 * 13 * 19  
   
Sub-values 
3 * 13 = numerical value of the Ultimate Creating Instance: dxa hwhy - Adonai Echad 
13 = prime and the numerical value of hlag – galah - release 
13 = prime and the numerical value of hbha – ahavah - love 
19 = prime and the numerical value of xjb – batach - reliance 
   
Remark 
Prime values accentuate the creating power of the Source, represented in the terms 
release, love and reliance, the therapeutically terms with recovering energy. The central 
number in this frequency is 19 with the highest value of prime. Reliance is the core value 
in the medical treatment of releasing, concerning the heavy burden of life. This energy of 
love constantly emits from the Source by speaking this word. (Words and thoughts are 



power fields of quantum opportunities). Recorded words and sentences will transform by 
the Mind link-system and Tesla technology. 
 
852 Hz 
yneyswtw – wetoshieeni – the one who rescues me 
852=10+50+70+10+6+400+6 - partially tuning system: 1.5.7.1.6.4.6 
 
Factorization: 4 * 3 * 71 
4 * 3 = 12 * 71 = 852 
 
Sub-values 
2 * 2 * 3 = 12 -  hwa – awah = desiring 
12 = 3 * 4 is the product of male (3) and female (4). Twelve is a time measure (12 
months) 2 * 12 hours in a natural day. 
71 is prime as fullness (alm – melo) and a pointer to a higher consciousness 

	
Remark 
Deliverance from desperation is the window to a new perspective of life. 
This frequency contributes to this renewal. 
	 	
963 Hz 
hnsrxt – tacharashanah – stillness and introspection 
963=5+50+300+200+8+400 - partially tuning system: 5.5.3.2.8.4 
 
Factorization: 3 * 3 * 107 = 963 
3	*	3	=	9	*	107	=	963	

	
Sub-values 
3	*	3	=	9	*	107	
9 = fraternization, connection, linkage 
107 = prime – feelings of contempt and expulsion, woam – maso. 
 
Remark 
maso (expulsion and contempt) has a therapeutically content. Feelings of expulsion and 
contempt are high frequent present in the medial culture. This frequency has a special 
content, because of the meditative aspects with introspection, as a beginning of new self-
understanding in a new, or renewed connection with the personal Self and the Source.  
 
1074 Hz 
Ktrwt ybhal – le’ohave Torahtecha – respecting the Law of Creation gives peace and 
renewal of the world 
1074=20+400+200+6+400+10+2+5+1+30 –  
partially tuning system: 2.4.2.6.4.1.2.5.1.3 
 
Factorization: 2 * 3 * 179 = 1074 

	
Sub-values 
6 * 179 = 1074 
6 = perfect number of creation 
179 = prime = Ndeb-Ng – gan-beeden – Garden of Eden 
 
Remark 
The frequency 1074 Hz is for therapeutic purposes a composition of two words, which 
connect the basic culture and the cultural mandate command to the entire mankind. 
Implementation of the remit is an obligation of respecting the Law of Creation. 



Man is wanted by the Creating Instance, who has taken us - on an evolutionary, creative 
way - out of the earth, with a "heart-to-heart" relationship with himself and all creations. 
At the moment the assignments are to heavy (burn out) due to debilitated energy, 
application of new energy from positive frequencies, gives new strength and courage to 
continue. 
The Garden of Eden is a Hebrew metaphor of nature and nurture.  
Debilitated energy becomes revitalized by the extraordinary energy of the heart and love 
frequency of the music of 528 Hz. 
 
1185 Hz 
teysth – hateshyit – the Nineth 
1185=400+70+10+300+400+5 - partially tuning system: 4.7.1.3.4.5 
 
Factorization: 3 * 5 * 79 = 1185 

	
Sub-values 
15	*	79	=	1185	
15 = hy – Jah * 79 = 1185 
hed – dyah = knowledge 

	
 
Remark 
The number 9 stands for an end and a new beginning. We need intuitive knowledge and 
insight coming from the Source of Creation. 
As we already saw we need knowledge and insight out of the relationship with the 
Creational Instance. In the Periodic Table of the Elements, the hydrogen forms (atom 1) 
- and nitrogen atom (5), the first two elements of the DNA molecule, draws the line 
between the Name hy - Jah with the collective value of 15, divided on the first two atoms 
of the DNA molecule. The life-giving presence is not the DNA but the relationship with hy 
– Jah, the actualization of the Source, Ein Sof. Where the source actually connects the 
atoms, their effects are also energetically concrete. 
 
1296 Hz 
twbytn Kwtb – betowach netiboth – the heart of the good way 
1296=400+6+2+10+400+50+20+6+400+2 –  
partially tuning system: 4.6.2.1.4.5.2.6.4.2 
 
Factorization: 24 * 34 = 1296 

	
Sub-values 
16 * 81 = 1296  
16 = 4 * 4 = 2 * d = 2 * = door (d – daleth = door) 
81 = 9 * 9 = perfect square 

	
 
Remark 
We are at the end of the cycle. The last rate places us in the center of the flow of life, the 
golden flow that justice and light works out in our entire system.  
With the perfect square 9 * 9 = 81 we conclude, the series we started with 63 Hz = 7 * 
9. 
Since nine is the number of effective compounds, here we pay as the final aim special 
attention of 4 * 4. As we already mentioned the 4 is d = daleth = door. But here we 
have twice 4 = two doors: the door as entrance and the door as exit. 
The first door opens the inner self-reflection and self-healing consciousness, the next 
door enlightens the way to ethics and justice. If both doors are open effectiveness and 
light emits in and out. So we walk our life in the middle! That must be actually the state 
of wholeness. 



 
Herz and the composition 
528 Hz – the heart of the composition  
528 = 260+8+260 - partially tuning system: 2.6.8.2.6 (dominant) 
 
We dissolve the core of the research: 528 Hz, factorized into 260 – 8 - 260. 
We see in 260 the name YHWH twice, with the number 8 as the number - representing 
the future - in the middle. 
With the development of these frequencies in the general bass of a = 1, we can fixed a 
tunica transposed to 63 Hz, provides the chords on the 12 steps that we have described, 
entraimently (?) and attractively connected with the Schumann Resonances. In the last 
phase of this elaboration and explanation of therapeutically usefulness we will make sine-
recordings of all frequencies, creating an admixture of electronic sine waves, which are 
compositorical harmonized on accords, counterpoints and (allegorical)improvising on a 
frame of the Neapolitan Partimento, with the free form of choice, coupled with all  these 
words we elaborated here, words and their energy, based on the statement: Words are 
energetic forces. 
 
The strength and the power of the spoken words I read in Misjlee 18, 21: tyrp lkay hyhaw 
Nwsl-dyb Myyxw twm 
Death and life are in the hands of every one who is speaking words; who loves the 
chosen words, eats the fruits of them. 
 
Notable number analysis of the verse of Proverbs 18,21 
Word: 7 
Letters: 29 
Value: 1307 
It is remarkable that this proverb has composed of 3 prime’s. When we accept the 
special meaning of prime, we only can conclude: the author obviously want us to show 
something fundamentally (1.1.1). 
 
	


